Martial arts science expert’s career path shown on the example of Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz (1951-2018)
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Abstract

Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz’s career of is an example of balanced academic development (regarding his scientific, didactic and administrative-organizational achievements) and the consistent combining creative passions with practical activity having high health-related, utilitarian and social significance. Professor Sterkowicz belonged to few experts in the world with high and unique competence in such branches as methodology and motor activity involving martial arts and combat sports, equal to the highest scientific qualifications. His highest organizational achievement, beyond his academic activity, was promotion of the Korean martial art, hapkido.

As a master of martial arts and a researcher, whose approaches to research were based on interdisciplinary knowledge, Professor Sterkowicz also dealt with problems of martial arts training from the point of view of philosophy, ethics, psychology, pedagogy and, to some extent, praxeology. His several important papers focus on self-defence training, based mainly on the Korean hapkido martial art and implementation of hapkido training and other martial arts for security and military personnel. Professor Sterkowicz successfully divided his professional life into his family life and work for his Alma Mater, which was the University of Physical Education in Cracow (from student to professor) – dedicated to theory and practice of martial arts. His last passion was enhanced by the contribution to the development and promotion of the Archives of Budo and the science of martial arts on a global scale. Professor Sterkowicz’s most remarkable scientific success involved the frequently applied by researchers worldwide original Special Judo Fitness Test (SJFT), adapted to physical exercise typical for judo fight. His scientific achievements include 6 books and over 350 research and methodological papers, dedicated mainly to combat sport and martial arts.
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INTRODUCTION

Acceptance of a new science (subdiscipline) by the global researchers’ community (including the role of the institution dealing with research evaluation) is possible when at least three basic criteria are met. These are: (1) acceptance of the theory that precisely identifies the new area of research exploration [1]; (2) a certain number of competent experts who are able to develop this theory and verify the most important hypotheses; (3) social acceptance and even the demand for such knowledge (social impact) [2, 3]. Stanisław Sterkowicz excellently understood the innovative, educative and social mission of the Archives of Budo and the emerging science of martial arts (Figure 1).

The aim of this paper is a synthesis of Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz’s scientific, didactic and organizational career as an example of balanced academic development (in terms of the research, didactic, administrative-organizational, innovative-implementation, coaching, social and international citizenship domains and the consistent combination of creative passion with practical activities, extremely important from health-related, utilitarian and social points of view.

PERSON OVERVIEW

Professor Sterkowicz belonged to few experts worldwide characterized by high and unique methodological and motor competences in martial arts and combat sports as well as the highest scientist’s skills.

After MSc graduation (1974) at the Department of Physical Education, the University of Physical Education in Cracow and, two years later, empowerment of II class judo coach, Professor Sterkowicz’s first research-related interests focused on exercise adaptation in men and health-related aspects of judo. The conclusion that he had adequately understood the mission of the emerging subdiscipline of physical education long before the inclusion of sport science, which is now a separate discipline, in one common area of knowledge together with medical and health sciences, is justifiable.

Figure 1. Professor Stanislaw Sterkowicz (1951-2018) – source: website of the Bronislaw Czech University of Physical Education in Cracow, Poland.
RESEARCH ACTIVITY

The doctor's thesis, written under supervision of an outstanding researcher, professor Lesław Dec and defended in 1982 pertained to accidents in judo in the light of the multifactor epidemiological analysis. Apart from these issues, the thesis includes an assessment of karate and ju-jitsu competitors. This was a period of a high and still present interest in oriental forms of movement among young people worldwide. The deep insight in the issue of training optimization for people practicing combat sports at very high levels resulted in the development of other research directions such as: approaches to physical, technical (acquiring specific motor skills adapted to individual predispositions), tactical and mental preparation and approaches to controlling the effects of this preparation. The habilitation internship at the Faculty of Wrestling, Moscow Institute of Physical Culture and Sports was an important period of widening the interdisciplinary knowledge of the above issues an methodology experience (1985-1986) and participation in numerous courses and seminars abroad.

The habilitation thesis of 1992 Characteristics of selected indicators of the level of preparedness of karate athletes [4] was also a summation of his research results. This was the first scientific monograph in the world including complex presentation of the issues of recruitment for karate at high level of sport championship. The value of his paper, however, clearly exceeds the aspects of professional training and sport competition requiring extreme adaptation to such specific forms of exercise. The author provided multiple empirical arguments being the fundamentals for determining the criteria of karate and other combat sport and martial arts practice on a recreational level (pro-health).

As benefits a genuine master of martial arts and a researcher whose research approaches are based on interdisciplinary knowledge, Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz also dealt with the issues connected with martial arts training (assuming that “every combat sport is martial arts but not vice versa”) [1], related to philosophy, pedagogy and partly praxeology. His several important studies focused on the issue of self-defence training, mainly based on the Korean martial art, hapkido [5, 6] and implementation of these workouts and other martial arts in staff security and military staff training [7-9].

The high level of the projects implemented by Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz as well as his numerous publications attracted attention of experts worldwide dealing with this rarely described issues which are, on the other hand, essential due to the scale of the phenomenon and its connotations with all dimensions of health – somatic, mental and social. Professor Sterkowicz was invited to collaborate with specialists from Austria, Brazil, Canada, Croatia, England, France, Japan, Portugal, Spain and the USA. The quantitative effect is documented by numerous co-author publications, together with the specialists in renowned journals, belonging mainly to the category: sport science and sport medicine [only sample references: 10-18]. The paper written by Matsumoto et al. [13] was cited 286 times when the text was being edited.

The measure of these publications included two, important in our opinion, elements. The first one was co-authorship of overseas experts, raising the reliability level of the research, especially when identical methodology and research tools are applied, raising the quality of comparative analysis. The second one was the impressive number of citations documented by Web of Science (1,224 till the end of 2019) and Hirsch Index 16.

The frequently applied by researchers worldwide original Special Judo Fitness Test (SJFT) [19], adapted to typical for judo physical exercise, is Professor Sterkowicz’s most distinctive expressive achievement [only sample references: 20-28] – apart from the total number of his scientific theses, which for many years have been the fundamentals for analysis of the phenomena related to man’s adaptation to different forms of combat involving direct types of battles between men. Professor Sterkowicz was first to verify empirically the justifiability of combat sports division with the team of co-authors, based on scientific criteria of combat sports. Thus, he provided important evidence-based arguments that the so far used divisions based on historical and geographical criteria (European and Far East combat sports) are useless when assessing the correlations between morphofunctional properties of people starting a given combat sport training and their future achievements in sports or when tracing the adaptive changes due to many years repetitions of long-term exercise determined by the specificity of a given combat sport (e.g. involving blows and avoiding blows, knocking a competitor out of balance or constraining their movements in other ways, etc.).
Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz belonged to the generation that obtained their PhD title during the first year of the Martial Law in Poland. Many years of limited contacts with scholars from other countries, the objective inability to publish papers in renowned foreign journals and a number of other obstacles had proved to be the factors that could be effectively overcome. Professor Sterkowicz provides the evidence for his most important scientific achievements, documented by the high Impact Factor as well as the impressive number of citations, after being appointed as professor (2003). This is probably the most important evidence that he did not treat his degrees and scientific title instrumentally. Only the favourable circumstances allowed him realizing his creative passion and to materialize what is most valuable in science, namely sharing knowledge with others.

TEACHING ACTIVITY

Professor’s didactic achievements are closely related to the main trend in his research activity. He has trained many judo instructors and coaches of ju-jitsu, karate and hapkido, both in Poland and abroad. He also regularly improved his didactic skills (the professional title of II class ju-jitsu and karate coach) as well as his motor skills, documented by high champion grades in hapkido (5 dan), judo (2 dan), ju-jitsu (10 dan) and karate (1 dan). His publications include 6 books, [namely: 4, 5, 29, 30] and over 350 scientific and methodological publications dedicated mainly to combat sports and martial arts. He was a promotor of three doctors of sports science and many times participated as a reviewer in promotional procedures for doctoral degrees as well as assistant professor and professor titles. His active participation in numerous congresses, conferences, and scientific and methodological symposia in Poland and abroad for over forty years was an indirectly significant input in occupational and scientific development of young teams.

Professor Sterkowicz’s scientific and didactic achievements were combined with his organizational and administrative activity, being in a close relationship with the main trend of his scientific and educational interests. In his Alma Mater, the University of Physical Education in Cracow, he was head of the Department of Combat Sports, next, of the Faculty of Combat Sports and between 2012 and 2016, he was head of the Institute of Sports. He was the originator and organizer of several express conferences devoted to the issue of professional activities of a coach combat sports [31].

ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITY

However, in our opinion, the most important organizational achievement of Professor Sterkowicz, beyond his academic activities, is the promotion of hapkido, Korean martial art in Poland. In Hapkiido Chronicle in Poland we read: “In 1991, during the international Seminar on Martial Arts in Budapest, Stanisław Sterkowicz (having already black belts in judo, karate and jujitsu) met Grandmaster Sam Plumb (6 Dan) (the chief of the European Hapkido Alliance) and watched his Hapkido presentation. The show raised his interest, therefore, he decided to go to England for a six-week internship. There, he trained 3 times a week. Grandmaster Plumb admitted Professor Sterkowicz into the European Hapkido Alliance and authorized him to represent this organization in Poland. On his returning to Poland, he set up the first sections (…)”. Soon after that, the closest members of Professor

Figure 2. Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz with his daughter Katarzyna Sterkowicz-Przybycień (4 dan hapkido) and her husband Rafał Przybycień (4 dan hapkido).
Sterkowicz’s family from two generations became fascinated with hapkido (Figure 2 and 3).

Professor Stanislaw Sterkowicz’s achievements in the field of promoting hapkido in Poland can be compared to the scientific, didactic and organizational achievements of Professor Ewaryst Jaskólski [32], who opened our minds to motor originality, philosophy and judo ethics – he left in 2007, was a reviewer of promotional works by Stanislaw Sterkowicz.

**INTERNATIONAL CITIZENSHIP**

The recognition of Professor Sterkowicz’s scientific, didactic and organizational achievements by the international environment is confirmed by numerous invitations to chair the scientific committee of the most prestigious conferences on combat sports and martial arts or to preside over thematic sessions.

Aspecial merit, particularly for Professor Sterkowicz’s activity in research field, was his appointment for one of the four editors of topical sections, called into life by Archives of Budo Editors, being the only specialist journal of science on a global scale, dedicated mainly to health-related aspects of martial arts that, since the beginning of its foundation, has been evaluated by Journal Citations Report (in 2018 *Impact Factor* 1.551).

He also associated his social and civic engagement with the role of a scientific editor of the *Archives of Budo* and the *Archives of Budo Science of Martial Arts and Extreme Sports*. He paid particular attention to the level of reviews, often facing poor quality of opinions, lack of commitement and a correct understanding of the role of experts invited by the editors to evaluate manuscripts. He stood out for his commitment and dedication, often reaching for innovative solutions. He attached great importance to reviews made in the audio version is an important testimony and educational material for the editors, going beyond the conventional framework of scientific opinion. He was happy to share his knowledge, taking care of editorial team development. The in-depth reviews submitted, combined with source, statistical analysis and excellent knowledge of combat sports and martial arts, have built the prestige of both journals.
SOCIAL IMPACT

For his contribution, Professor Sterkowicz received a special award from the Archives of Budo community at an international gala to celebrate the journal’s 10th Anniversary, held during the III World Scientific Congress of Combat Sport and Martial Arts in Rzeszow, Poland (October 15-17, 2014) – Figure 4.

For his work Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz received many prestigious awards and distinctions, including the Knight’s Cross of the Order of the Rebirth of Poland “Polonia Restituta”, the Gold and Silver Cross of Merit and the Medal of the National Education Commission.

He was a member of European Hapkido Alliance (Polish representative) and the International Association of Researchers International Judo Federation.

CONCLUSIONS

Prof. Sterkowicz shared his life masterfully between his family, Alma Mater the University of Physical Education in Cracow (from student to professor), theory and practice of martial arts. He established this latter passion with his contribution as a Scientific Editor, in the development and promotion of the Archives of Budo and the science of martial arts, on a global space.

On October 23, 2018, Professor Stanisław Sterkowicz’s body rested in the family tomb at the Rakowiecki Cemetery in Cracow. On May 25, 2019, representatives and founders of Krakow’s martial arts schools met at the Old Town Youth Culture Centre in Cracow to commemorate the Master and founder of hapkido in Poland (1992) – Figure 5. Professor Sterkowicz’s scientific, didactic and social passions are continued by his daughter, assistant professor Katarzyna Sterkowicz-Przybycień, the expert on an interdisciplinary approach to the science of martial arts.

Figure 4. The jubilee bonus awarded to Prof. Stanisław Sterkowicz in acknowledgement of exceptional accomplishments and development of the science of martial arts as well as in recognition of merit for outstanding activity for the Archives of Budo popularization, awarded at an international gala on the occasion of the journal’s 10th Anniversary.
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Figure 5. Certificate of Appreciation awarded to Professor Stanislaw Sterkowicz in recognition of the commitment, dedication and contribution to the development of hapkido throughout Poland and as one of the longest serving Master of the European Hapkido Alliance.
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